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Vol. III

New York, February, 1918

No. 3

THE selective idea—the choosing ment investigations show that the output by Women’s
of personnel with a view to the women in this class of work exceeds somewhat Work in
fitness of each individual for his the output by men.
WarIt is easier to say what kinds of work women Time
particular task — has brought
women into direct and indirect do not do than to enumerate the many positions
war activities to an extent here they fill in connection with the operation of rail
tofore unknown. The with roads in Britain. They do not drive or stoke
drawal of the support of a quar engines. In every other branch of railroad work,
ter of the women of any one of the nations now however, large numbers of women are employed.
engaged in actual fighting would cause that na We find them cleaning engines, oiling engines,
tion’s collapse. Women, particularly those of acting as conductors, selling tickets, cleaning
cars, cooking and serving
special training, carry a large
meals. We find them not
proportion of the whole warLEADING ARTICLES
only acting as conductors on
burden.
the tramways, but also driv
As hundreds of thousands
ing huge trucks which it
of our men move out from
Business After The War
was formerly presumed no
gainful occupations into the
Page 34
woman could handle.
training camps, an army of
Alien Enemies
Much of the work in the
women will move in to take
Page 36
ship-building yards to-day is
up the work left by the men.
done by women. We find
In England, since 1914, over
Is An Audit Worth While?
women assisting in the proc
one and one-quarter million
Page 39
esses of welding, painting
women have directly re
and
varnishing, carpentering,
placed men in the wageReadjusting Office Forces
and
sewing of canvas cover
earning ranks, while the
Page 40
ings.
number actually entering
There is, at the present
Analyzing Bank Accounts
such ranks is much greater.
time, a land army of 258,Page 42
America, as we shall see, is
000 women busy with agri
already experiencing a simi
Accounting Terminology
cultural affairs in England
lar substitution.
Page 46
Of this number, 7,000 have
A study of the substitution
been scientifically trained by
of women for men in Eng
land shows that in almost every branch of indus the Government. When a suggestion was made
try and in every profession women are doing to farmers early in the war that they employ
the work formerly done by men, and are receiv women, they objected strenuously, though not
ing approximately the same wages. A few typi any more so than did the women now serving
cal industries in which large numbers of women in agricultural pursuits. As a result of the train
have been substituted for men have been selected ing given by the Government, however, we find
that the farmers have been won over to the emas examples.
[Forward to page 45
By Government regulation, at least eighty per
cent. of the workers in munition factories must
UST as The Pace Student was preparing to go
be women. They are trained in special work
to press, the five-day closing order of the Fuel
shops and are paid while learning. When they
Administrator became effective. The loss of
become skilled, they receive the same wages as these five days, together with the loss of the fol
are paid to men doing the same kinds of work. lowing Mondays, has caused delay in publication.
At the present time, one million women are work Under these circumstances, our subscribers are
ing in the British munition plants, and Govern asked to pardon this unavoidable delay.
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heretofore did not seek the services
of accountants. Every one of these
accountants is educating the busi
February, 1918
ness man to the efficiency made pos
young men give up good positions to enter Mili sible by a complete system of accounts. This war
tary Service. May they reasonably expect to emergency has done more than the agitation of
secure these or similar positions when they the past ten years to educate business men to
return, or shall they face a period of business the need for, and the advisability of, adequate
depression with consequent vocational dis accounting records.
Men wise in the ways of business are urging
advantages?
Happy to say, every sign points to exceptional that business education shall not cease during the
opportunities for young men of business capacity war. Eighteen of the large industrial business
after the war. There is going to be more busi corporations, according to The National Associa
ness, and what is equally important, business is tion of Corporation Schools Bulletin, have en
going to be more scientifically conducted than tered into a cooperative plan to train their officers
and promising young men for foreign trade.
ever before.
Men who hold their ears to the ground to catch House organs of business concerns, such as the
the tendencies of business are most optimistic. house organ of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber
This optimism is based not upon opinion but Company, are urging upon their young men the
upon facts. Without burdening the reader with necessity for training to make the most of the
details, I will briefly recite these facts. First, commercial opportunities which will arise after
we shall be a creditor nation; capital needs will the war. The committee in charge of recreative
not embarrass us. Second, we shall have a large activities at our cantonments has adopted an
merchant marine, and thus dispose of a handicap educational plan. Over in France, classes are
which has heretofore attended our efforts to gain conducted by the French so near the front that
foreign trade. Third, we shall have foreign bank the teachers and the students wear gas masks.
branches, authorized by the comparatively recent
Men who anticipate being called to the Service,
Federal Reserve Act, with the advantages of and even men in the Service, should not defer
more readily securing credit in foreign lands. their educational training. Beyond doubt, after
Fourth, every country allied with us in this war the initial stage, our young soldiers will have
now has a department considering the work of some spare time which may be profitably used.
restoration, and is looking to America to take a Urging upon them, and urging upon others who
leading part in that work. Fifth, American anticipate entering the Service, the desirability of
chambers of commerce and trade bodies are now preparing themselves for the opportunities which
paving the way in foreign countries for a tre commerce will hold after the war is a distinctly
mendous after-the-war business. One concrete patriotic service.
point evidencing business opportunities after the
EVERAL accountants of prominence have New
war is shown in the business of South American
been added to those already doing work for Govern
steamships. Shortly after the declaration of war,
the
Government within the past few months.
ment
these lines lost passenger trade for pleasure pur
Among
these
might be mentioned A. W. Teele, Appoint
poses by reason of the fear of submarines.
Within the past few months, all of this loss has who will represent the American Institute of ments
been made up by the increase in the number of Accountants on the newly created Board for the
commercial travelers going to South America on purpose of determining accountability for prop
erty and supplies during the war.
business.
Another recent appointment is that of W. Er
Facts also demonstrate the second point—that
nest
Seatree, who has prepared a plan for sys
business will be more scientifically conducted
tematizing
and coordinating the work of the
than heretofore. The condition which existed
Priority
Board.
In this work, F. H. Macpherson
before the war—four out of five manufacturers
will
assist
Mr.
Seatree.
without cost systems—will not exist after the
war. Every manufacturer who contracts with
NOTHER department of Government activ Civil
A
the Government on a cost-plus-profit plan must
ity has called upon the Civil-Service Com Service
install adequate accounts. Pamphlets have been mission for accountants. This time it is the Air Examina
issued by the Government, educating manufac craft-Production Board. Examinations are being tions
turers to the advantages of complete accounting held for positions paying from $2,500 to $6,000
records. Profit taxation has necessitated the a year. These are the highest-paid positions that
calling in of public accountants, for the purpose have ever been obtained by Civil-Service appoint
of making out tax returns, in concerns which ment.

FTEN the question is asked,
Busi
“What will be the business
ness
After opportunities of young men immedi
the War ately after the war?” Some of these

O
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Biographical Snap Shots
Young Accountants Who Have Made Good
HEN the conversation turns to the
subject of the Pace graduates who,
by dint of hard work and determina
tion to get ahead, have won out to a
conspicuous degree, “Sam” Hyer is
always one of the first men that come
to mind. Mr. Hyer typifies that quiet kind of per
sonal power and efficiency of motive and method
that easily sweeps aside obstacles which often
daunt and thwart men of feebler fiber.
Here is an anecdote about Mr. Hyer that sheds
considerable light upon his bent of mind and his
innate quality of stick-to-it-ive-ness. Some years
ago he bought an automobile.
It was a time
when automobiles were more of a curiosity and a
mystery than they are to-day. Mr. Hyer wondered
how they were made and what made them go.
Wondering with Mr. Hyer and men of his type is
always merely a preliminary to finding out. Ac
cordingly, he took his automobile apart down to
the last screw, nut, bolt, and bar, and then put it
together again at the cost of infinite time, patience,
and pains. It was not until he had solved this
mechanical mystery that—to use his own words—
he “could ride in the car with real pleasure.”
Mr. Hyer’s business career should be stimulat
ing reading to such young men as are, perhaps, in
doubt as to the dollars-and-cents value of a train
ing in Accountancy. Mr. Hyer was one of the
original Pace students. He entered the Pace
Course back in 1906, when but twenty-two years
old. Part of the time during his course he com
muted from Philadelphia in order to attend class
sessions. He finished the work, qualified for the
C. P. A. examination, and secured his professional
degree within four years from the date of his
enrolment as an Accountancy student.
All this time he was working hard in a clerical
capacity for the Pennsylvania Railroad. His market
value becoming greater as a result of his studies,
he successively joined the staffs of several large
accounting firms, and for a time he was in inde
pendent practice.
In 1910, Mr. Hyer passed the required CivilService examination, and was appointed an ac
countant to the Public-Service Commission. His
duties were highly responsible. They consisted
chiefly of an examination of the accounts and
records of the various public utilities under con
trol of the Commission, to ascertain whether they
were in conformity with the prescribed accounting
rules and regulations, and in connection with the
regulation of rates and capitalization.
During the latter part of 1912, Mr. Hyer was
appointed a supervising accountant in the De
partment of Finance, of the city of New York, at
a very substantial salary. Here he had, and con
tinues to have—for he still fills this position—the
immediate supervision of a large staff of ac
countants engaged in the installation of a system
of cost accounts in the various city departments.
During September and October Mr. Hyer also
acts as secretary and accountant to the New York
City Budget Committee, having direct charge of the
mechanics of budget-making.
Mr. Hyer’s accounting experience has been ex
ceptional, in that he has always been employed on
the accounts of the largest enterprises, including
railroads, street railways, gas and electric-light
companies, and the municipality of the city of New
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York, whose annual operating expenses run into
the millions. Mr. Hyer’s duties have ranged from
examinations of the minutiae of accounting to
analyses and installations of the most comprehen
sive kinds of accounting systems.
Mr. Hyer is one of the most valued lecturers
on the Pace Staff of instructors. His students
know that when he talks on the subject of “Munic
ipal Accounting,” there is nothing more to be said.
But it is not as an accountant or as a lecturer that
Mr. Hyer shines most; it is as a man—a dependable,
even-tempered, good-humored man—loyal to bis
friends, and unaware of any other kind of people.

’M forty years old. Don’t you think
it’s too late for me to begin a course
of study; especially, one that exacts as
much time and effort as your Account
ancy course does?”
I wonder how many times I’ve been
asked this question by clear-eyed, clean-cut, up
standing men whose only source of doubt about
enrolling as students was the fact that they were
no longer youngsters! One answer to this ques
tion is found in the story of Samuel Greene.
Mr. Greene was born in 1875, at Galati, Rou
mania. His father died when he was eleven. He
graduated from public and high school, receiving
at graduation a diploma of commerce, and first
prize for proficiency from the king of Roumania.
Then, being seventeen, he went to work, serv
ing as bookkeeper in two large banks in his native
city for eight years. During the evenings of this
period he studied languages and law at the Uni
versity of Bucharest, receiving finally a certificate
of proficiency in constitutional and civil law.
Mr. Greene then decided that he would try his
fortune in America, whither he came in 1900, at the
age of twenty-five, settling in New York City.
Though handicapped by having only an imperfect
knowledge of English, he at once studied stenog
raphy and typewriting, and became bookkeeper
for the Great Round World Company. After hold
ing this position for a year, he was employed as
bookkeeper in the Produce Exchange Building,
where he remained for four years. In 1905, he
entered the employ of the firm he is still with,
Chubb & Son, as bookkeeper. In the meantime
he studied during the evening at the Brooklyn
Evening High School, pursuing various studies.
In February, 1906, Mr. Greene was promoted to
the position of head accountant in the Jersey City
office, where he remained till October 1, 1917,
when he was appointed internal auditor for the
insurance companies represented by Chubb & Son.
Mr. Greene attributes his advancement to the
highly important position which he now holds very
largely to the training which he got from the Pace
Course in Accountancy and Business Administra
tion.
He enrolled as a student in September,
1915, when he was forty years old, graduating two
years later at the age of forty-two.
As Mr. Greene himself says, “I would probably
have remained a bookkeeper, or at any rate a sort
of subaccountant, all the rest of my life, if I had
not been willing to undergo the stiffest kind of
training even after I had reached forty. Now I
have a splendid future. I have no patience with
the men who feel that forty is the time to lie down
and quit.” Neither have I.

Law
Depart
ment
John T.
Kennedy,
LL. B.

Alien
Enemies

poration had recovered any sums,
ANY persons other
than lawyers have ex Pace Student these sums could not be paid to the
German stockholders resident in
pressed surprise that
February, 1918
Germany, as dividends or otherwise,
alien enemies resident
here may sue in our courts. At one during the war.
time the law regarding alien enemies
In the Yale Law Journal, December, 1917,
was much more stringent than it is there is a most interesting article on the Eng
to-day. In these days the main ob lish decisions. This article takes up the question
ject of any restrictions upon enemies is to pre as to the effect of the Registration Act in Eng
vent intercourse between the warring countries. land, and of internment. One English case, de
And it is because a suit by a resident alien en cided in 1915, holds that registration under the
emy does not necessitate such intercourse that English Act improves the status of the alien, in
that it gives an express as distinguished from an
resident alien enemies may sue.
Broadly speaking, there are two rules on the implied authority for him to transact business in
point. The one is the territorial, and the other England. Another case, decided in 1916, involved
the national. Great Britain and America have an interned German who made a contract with a
adopted the territorial; France and Italy, the na British subject. The court held that he had a
tional. Under the territorial test, the place of right to sue. In this latter case, the defendant’s
residence is the determining factor. Accordingly, counsel depended upon the recent English case
a person resident in Germany could not sue in which held that, as to an interned German, the
rule of habeas corpus did not apply. But the
our courts.
Under the recent Trading With the Enemy court ruled that an interned German had the same
Act, any person who, by proclamation of the rights as to suing that he would have if he were
President, has been declared an “enemy” or an not interned, and that the only reason why the
“ally of any enemy” must have a license to do rule of habeas corpus did not apply was that he
business here, and his suit must be based upon was a prisoner of war.
The Fourth Hague Convention (1907), Section
such license. Furthermore, this Act reiterates
the territorial rule in that an enemy for the pur 12, lays down the rule that it is forbidden “to de
poses of the Act is any person of any nationality, clare abolished, suspended, or inadmissible, the
resident within the territory of any nation with right of the subjects of the hostile party to insti
which the United States is at war, or resident tute legal proceedings.” The section did not par
outside the United States and doing business ticularly specify that this was confined to occu
within such enemy territory. Seemingly, for the pied enemy territory, and the Germans have
purposes of the Act, an American resident in Ger attempted to broaden it to include all of the sub
many would be subject to the restrictions im jects or citizens of the hostile parties. At the
posed upon alien enemies. Justice Reading re beginning of the war, they made most strenu
cently rendered a decision in England to the ous efforts to have the right to sue in England,
effect that, under the territorial rule, a subject regardless of the fact that they were resident in
of Great Britain, resident in Germany, is denied Germany. However, the English courts denied
the right of suing. This ruling emphasizes the them this privilege; and the authorities comment
fundamental idea that intercourse between the ing on it have stated that the American courts
two countries must cease.
would have done so. In other words, both the
Recent litigation on the point has brought out American and the English authorities construe
the distinction between an artificial person (i.e., this section of the Convention rules to apply only
corporation) and a natural person. In a recent to occupied territory. From the rule it would
New York case, a New Jersey corporation had seem that if we invaded Germany and occupied
brought an action which the defendant sought her territory, the Germans within the occupied
to have discontinued during the war. The de territory would have the right to sue.
fendant urged that the majority of the stockhold
It has always been the rule that an alien enemy
ers were Germans, resident in Germany, and that may be sued regardless of residence. This rule
the money derived from the action would be used has been confirmed in recent English decisions.
to give aid and comfort to the enemy. The court In this country, the case of McVeigh vs. U. S.
held that, in the absence of the legislative enact (1871), 11 Wall. 259, supports this view.
ment, courts could not change, purely on grounds
of public policy, the basic distinction between a
MAGINATION plays an important part in the
corporation, as a legal person, and its stockhold
study of law. Considerable interest will be
ers. It might be said that the point of the de
added to the study if the student will occasionally
fendant was not logical, in that even if the cor have in mind the business conditions under which
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emptor, he realizes that any system
of accounts that he introduces in
volving stores should contemplate
( Continued) expressed surprise when I have told
February, 1918
an immediate inspection of goods
them that I enjoy reading a wellStudy of rendered decision more than reading fiction. Be upon their arrival. By thinking of the possibili
the Law hind the actual principles set forth, the trained ties which each of these principles opens up, the
mind grasps the arguments of the contending student gains a deep insight into the practical
parties and the motives which actuate their phases of the law.
Each legal case, in Business Law, represents a
clients. Every case involves a legal battle, and
many cases disclose the contending forces of business transaction. It may be regarded as pre
finance or of business. This is the side of a case senting problems of business. Not only the re
which probably interests the lawyer, but an equal sult of the case should be considered, but, in
interest may be felt by the business man in other many instances, it is advisable to have in mind
what the losing party might have done to have
phases of legal decisions.
To begin with, law is based largely on cus protected his interests. Let the student study
toms and usages. It is natural, therefore, that law from these angles, and he will be gratified
cases should embody these customs and these with the business knowledge he is bound to
usages. Many customs and usages which might acquire.
otherwise be overlooked by the student of busi
LTHOUGH legal forms may be shortened Why
ness are brought to his attention in legal propo
by statute, it must not be supposed that Many Le
sitions. In negotiable instruments law, a student
all of the words which seem superfluous are gal
unForms
cannot cover many propositions without learning
the methods of merchants respecting the handling necessary. Often the layman will criticize the are Long
of commercial paper. The subject of contracts lawyer for using many words to express a
abounds in customs and usages; as, for example, thought.
This criticism is sometimes made
those customs which involve the different meth without reference to the requirements of the law
ods of sale—that is, by sample, by correspondence, concerning the expression of intention in agree
by inspection, by distinct appropriation, or from ments or other legal documents.
bulk.
As an example, let us take a clause often
A study of corporations, and also parts of nego found in a lease. This clause reads “that the
tiable instruments, gives to the student of imagi premises shall not be assigned, or sublet, either
nation an insight into the methods of corporate in whole or in part, at any time during the term
finance. Many of the legal propositions uncover without the written consent of the landlord.”
the motives and methods of men in control. In Practically every word in this clause has a dis
fact, I might safely say that a student can never tinct meaning from a legal view-point.
There is first the distinction between assign
fully understand the subject of “Corporate Fi
nance” unless he is well grounded in certain prin ment and subletting. Leases run for periods of
ciples of the law of corporations, of negotiable time and cover the rental of space. Assignment
instruments, of mortgages, and of trusteeships. is more concerned with the time than with the
The wise student always studies these subjects space. It would be an assignment for the lessee
with an eye to their utility in the actual conduct to rent one room of a building he had leased for
of every-day business.
the entire term. An assignment is always for
This is the question which a student should the entire time the lease has to run, either as to
occasionally ask himself—“How can I use the a part or all of the premises. On the other hand,
principles I am studying in day-by-day busi subletting is only for a part of the time the lease
ness?” In many instances, he will be surprised is to run.
The distinction is important from two angles.
at the results of this query. For example, he
studies the contracts required to be in writing un First, a lease that forbids assignment only does
der the Statute of Frauds. He knows that many not forbid subletting, and, inversely, a lease
contracts are made over the telephone. Imme which forbids subletting only does not forbid
diately there is impressed upon his mind the de assignment. Then, too, if the landlord once
sirability of confirming, by letter, many of the consents to assignment of any part of the leased
deals he may make over the telephone. When premises, other parts may be assigned by the
he learns that a new promise to pay a debt dis tenant without securing additional consent. On
charged in bankruptcy must be in writing, he the other hand, as to subletting, a separate con
immediately surmises what he would do if a sent must be secured each time the building, or
bankrupt, when feeling conscientious, should any part of it, is sublet. It is thus seen that the
make an oral promise to pay. In studying caveat inclusion of both words in a lease is necessary for
Law De the various principles may be applied.
partment
Some of my younger friends have
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[Forward to page 45

ness as in the case of a partner.
HE corporation with which I
Question
am
connected
receives
divi

Should the compensation exceed
and
Pace Student $6,000,
then the individual or part
dends
on
stock
of
another
corpora
Answer
February, 1918
ner
is
subject
to the eight per cent.
tion.
This
other
corporation
pays
Depart
clause
of
the
excess-profits
tax. In other words,
the
income
tax
on
its
income.
Must
the
corpora

ment

T

tion with which I am connected pay, in addition,
income tax on the dividends it receives upon this
stock?
In computing the two per cent. tax of the reg
ular income-tax statute, dividends received from
stock owned in another corporation are taxable.
The war-income tax, however, does not tax these
dividends, and they may be deducted when ascer
taining income in order to compute the war tax
of four per cent.

there would be an excess-profits tax as to the
partnership as a whole, then an excess-profits tax
as to each individual partner of eight per cent.
upon the excess of compensation paid over $6,000.
In making out his individual income-tax return,
the partner may credit his share of the excessprofits tax paid by the partnership, and also the
amount of excess-profits tax paid by him, against
his income.

KINDLY advise me as to whether interest on
partners’ advances, and interest on partners’
F
THE
amount
of
profits
distributed
to
a
part

Q
capital,
is deductible from income for purposes
ner as his share of the profits of the partner
of
excess-profits
tax?
ship for the year exceeds the sum of $6,000, must
So-called interest upon capital can not be de
he pay an excess-profits tax thereon?
No, he pays only his individual income taxes. ducted. Interest upon a bona fide loan, made by
A
It is only when he receives an amount in excess the individual partner to the partnership, may be
of $6,000 as “salary,” which is deductible in as deducted.
certaining excess-profits tax in a partnership, that
MUST a professional man, such as an ac
he must pay excess-profits tax.
countant, include in his income fees which
he has billed, or fees which he expects to collect,
N THE November issue of The Pace Student
Q
but which have not been received in the form of
you state that “reasonable salaries of partners cash?
resulting from agreements, express or implied,
In the case of professional men, unpaid bills,
may be deducted from income for purposes of
or expected fees, need not be included in the re
the excess-profits tax.” Will you kindly advise
turn. It is only when the money is actually
where I can find the Treasury ruling on this
received that it is included.
point?

Q

I

I

A

The answer to the question respecting “part
ners’ salaries” was based upon an informal ruling
of the Treasury Department. Since that answer
was given, Treasury Decision No. 2611, dated De
cember 20, 1917, has been issued. This decision
provides that reasonable salaries or compensation
paid individual partners for personal services ac
tually rendered, if made in accordance with prior
agreements and properly recorded in the books,
may be deducted. Furthermore, the decision
states that “with respect to any period up to
March 1, 1918, where no previous agreement has
been made as to salaries or compensation, a simi
lar deduction will be allowed for services actually
rendered.” In no case may the deduction for
salaries or compensation be in excess of the sal
aries or compensation customarily paid for
similar services, under like responsibilities, by
corporations engaged in like or similar trades or
business.
Furthermore, an individual may designate and
deduct a reasonable amount as to salaries or com
pensation for personal services rendered by him
in the conduct of the trade or business, which is
subject to the same limitation as to reasonable

A

Q

A

MY FIRM buys and sells securities. How Q
should the unsold securities be inventoried,
at the close of a fiscal period, for the purpose of
ascertaining income under the excess-profits tax?
By a recent decision (T.D. No. 2609), dated A
December 19, 1917, the Treasury Department
rules that unsold securities may be inventoried
either (a) at cost, or (b) at cost or market price,
whichever is lower. The method employed
should be stated on the return, or on a paper
attached to the return. This method must be
adhered to in all subsequent years, unless the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue authorizes the
use of another method. I might add that the
same decision rules that inventories of supplies,
raw materials, work in process of production, and
unsold merchandise may be valued by either of
these methods, but the method adopted must be
adhered to in all subsequent returns.
BFORE computing Excess-Profits Taxes,
E
it is advisable to procure the new Govern
ment manual of instructions. This manual makes
many rulings on disputed clauses of the Act
which are important.
38
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K. WATKINS, dean of the
Is An
faculty of the Buffalo School
Audit
of Accountancy, has written
Worth a monograph on the subject, “Is An
While? Audit Worth While?” The follow

ing extract presents an excellent
brief for regular audits of business
L. K. concerns:
Watkins "Mr. Business Man, Mr. Stock
holder, or Mr. Director, are you cer
tain that your bookkeeper is compe
tent to furnish an accurate state
ment of financial position or of
earnings? Has your general man
ager had sufficient accounting train
ing and experience to judge of the
correctness of the reports which he
submits monthly, or quarterly, or an
nually? Do you know that it is
not infrequent, though illegal, for a
corporation to pay dividends which
have not been earned?
“I have in mind a bookkeeper
whose detail work was performed
so accurately that for years his
books were always in balance, and
an error in posting or in footing was
unknown when his work for the
month was completed. Yet the
statements which he presented were
not only in such form as to convey
little information of value, but the
figures which he showed as earn
ings were never correct. An audit
of his books disclosed the fact that
“receivables” amounting to thou
sands of dollars were carried at full
value, though known to be uncol
lectable. No allowance had been
made for “depreciation of plant and
machinery.” Equipment which had
become worthless was shown on the
Ledger at its original cost.
“In fact, these are things of which
the average bookkeeper, even one
whose services command a consider
able salary, knows little or noth
ing. If he does know anything of
the necessity of adjustments in this
direction, his ‘Little knowledge is a
dangerous thing.’ If he attempts
to put it into practice, his unaccus
tomed fingers are sure to mar the
result.
"The work of the present-day
auditor is much more than checking
the correctness of footings and post
ings. This part of his task requires
the least amount of ability and ex
perience. It is his duty to go much
further, to test the accuracy of values
stated on the books of account, to
determine that outlay for expense is
not set up as an asset, to examine
with critical vision the accounts
against customers, to select those
that appear to him questionable, to
bring out, from those who know, in
formation that sometimes is hazy
in the mind of the often unwilling
informant, to determine a conserva-
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tive and reasonable basis for the
estimation of depreciation on wast
ing assets, to secure authority to
make necessary adjustments—and
all this, not in strife, but in courte
ous cooperation with all officers and
employees interested.
“It is his to submit statements of
financial position which are in ac
cord, not only with the books of
record, but also with the facts—
which will show conditions not as
some one wishes them to be, but as
they are—whether favbrable or not.
“It is his to submit such state
ments of financial progress as will
truly show what has been earned or
what has been lost, and where earn
ings have been made or losses in
curred.
“If profits have been small or if
losses have resulted, an audit should
show not only what, but when and
why. The auditor will show that
money has been made in one direc
tion, only to be lost in another. He
will tell why it has been lost, and
will suggest a way to stop the leak.
“An auditor’s report disclosed that
in a month when the output of a fac
tory was the largest in its history, the
result had been a substantial loss,
instead of the anticipated profit. A
conference followed between the
general manager of the plant, the
sales manager, and the public ac
countant who had made the audit.
After an hour’s discussion of the
report, the sales manager exclaimed,
‘Well, evidently we aren’t getting
enough for our goods.’ Further
conference confirmed his opinion,
with the result that prices were in
creased. Good salesmanship held
the trade in spite of the advance,
and the concern turned a loss into
a profit, as a result of knowing
costs instead of estimating them.
“Under present conditions, the se
curing of competent bookkeepers is
becoming more and more difficult.
In many offices this problem is
solved by having the work of the
accounting force done under the di
rection and with the cooperation of
a public accountant, who installs a
labor-saving system of his own de
vising, and after regular audits of the
detail work prepares reports for the
guidance of the management.
“This means that at an annual
cost of perhaps a few hundred dol
lars the work of the accounting of
fice is performed, and statements
are prepared, under the oversight of
a highly trained and widely experi
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enced specialist, whose services if
confined to the individual firm would
cost many times that amount Yet
his opinion may be secured at any
time by telephone call; unusual
and difficult problems arc held for
his visits, and the entire work is
checked in his audit
“No wonder that a successful man
of affairs in one of our great inland
cities recently remarked, ‘No cor
poration can afford to be without an
audit.’ ”
TUDENTS contemplating tak An
ing the* examinations of the
American Institute of Account Exam
ants will be interested in the follow ination
ing letter from F. L. Metzler:
Expe
“The examinations of the Ameri
can Institute of Accountants which rience
I tried in Boston, in November, 1917,
were, to my mind, a very good test
of one’s general knowledge of all
branches of accounting and of com
mercial law.
“Each question was clearly stat
ed, and there was sufficient time
for all the examinations, with pos
sibly one exception, and the prac
tical accounting.
Some of the
candidates answered two questions
and others three and three and onehalf. I believe this was due to too
much time being put on the first
question which was rather long.
“Before leaving Buffalo to try the
examination, I received some good
pointers from Mr. Lytle, a good
friend of mine. The one which I
think did me the most good was
not to spend too much time on one
question.
I worked on the first
question about one and three-quar
ter hours, and the balance sheet was
out of balance. I did not try to find
the error, but went on to finish the
other three questions. I finished
about on the dot and handed the
papers to the examiner. It is evi
dent I was allowed credit for my
work on the first question, while
others lost out by taking too much
time to effect a balance.
“All of the questions were fair,
and I believe any one who has com
pleted the Pace Course of study
can pass the examinations. I men
tioned the fact that I had studied the
Pace Course to Mr. Waldron Rand,
the examiner, and he rated the
course as one of the best in the
country.”
The Mr. Lytle referred to in the
above letter is a graduate of the
Buffalo School of Accountancy, con
ducted under the supervision of
Pace & Pace, and of Pace Institute.
Mr. Lytle is a certified public ac
countant. He is on the staff of the
New York & Buffalo Audit Co.
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ONE of the serious
progress and financial condition may
problems concern Pace Student be determined. In accounting ter
ing office executives
minology these times are called
February, 1918
is the depletion of
“rests.” Business disaster may fol
their forces by the war. Every low the ignoring of these accumulations. In
placement agency is embarrassed fact, so important have they become in some
by the demands for various kinds businesses that “rests” occur at more frequent
of office help, including stenog intervals than formerly. In life, as in business,
raphers, clerks, bookkeepers, and many other the small things quietly accumulating must be col
types of routine office workers.
lected, stated, and considered from time to time.
The new help taken on must be trained to the A “rest” is an essential part of your program.
work of the particular office. For a time, slower
and less accurate work is to be expected. And
OT long ago a number of members of the Self-re
this means more supervision—the time of the
United States Marine Corps were discuss liant
executive being consumed in closely watching de
ing an officer assigned to a difficult duty in Execu
the 
tails that he had left largely to the more experi recent Mexican trouble. Standing near me was tives
enced help.
a medal-of-honor man who exclaimed, “He is the
One distinct advantage of a thoroughly sys kind of officer I should like to serve under in a
tematized office force is that
campaign. He never asks
the depletion of routine help
his men to do anything that
is less serious than where
he would not do himself.”
THE PACE STUDENT
the work is not systematized.
Unconsciously, this man
One objective of systematiz
hit
upon the fundamental
A Magazine of Service
ing is the segregation of
reason for the success of
Interpreting
purely routine duties from
many self-made men. These
the Purpose, Spirit, and Needs
those requiring skill and
of Modem Business
men know the conditions
surrounding, and the diffi
judgment. Instead of scat
culties confronting, the men
tering throughout the force
Published Monthly
the exercise of discretion,
whom they direct. Their
certain of the executives are
subordinates know that they
Subscription Price $1.00
charged with this discretion
have done the things that
a Year, Payable in Advance
ary work. It follows that
the subordinates now do, and
routine work, as to the exec
have done them well. Is it
PACE & PACE, Publishers
utive, is reduced to a mini
not natural that subordinates
30 Church Street
should entertain more re
mum. The present-day con
spect toward men of this
ditions emphasize the desir
New York
type than toward men who
ability of a carefully planned
Copyright, 1918, by Pace & Pace
office.
have never done the work of
the subordinate?
One way of meeting the
Lack of subordinate experience is a most seri
situation is the education of the employees in
special schools. Banking institutions, hotels, ous handicap to the man who starts midway up
large manufacturers, and other organizations hav the ladder. On the other hand, experience as a
ing large office forces, are training the new em subordinate is a big asset to the man who must
ployee in the work of the office. Those cases start at the bottom.
which we have investigated indicate that this
method is highly successful. One surprising
TWO examinations have been held by the American
feature has been the readiness with which women
American Institute of Accountants. Those Institute
have learned the work. Invariably an economy who have studied the questions asked in these Examina
results from this training, both in quantity and examinations are impressed with the skill with tions
quality of routine work, and in the decrease of which they have been individually constructed
supervision required.
and collectively coordinated.
Examinations should have as their main pur
EVERY once in a while business men must pose the determining of what the applicant knows
note the cumulative effect of little things. of the entire subject-matter. If confined to com
Certain values have increased and other values paratively few subjects, and covering a narrow
have decreased day by day. It is not practical range, the test is too one-sided. Applicants who
to state daily the increases or decreases. At defi have had special training along the particular
nite times they are ascertained so that financial lines covered by the questions have a decided
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the defenses of the enemy shall Reaching
advantage. Others, who are not
cover
only so much territory as can the Per
trained along these particular lines,
Student be quickly
although more fully trained in other
consolidated and made manent
February, 1918
phases of the subjects, suffer.
reasonably impregnable against Objective
On the other hand, the danger of an examina counter attacks. The military theory is that it
tion, broad in scope, is that the ability of the is the part of wisdom to attempt to gain only
applicant in specific details is not apt to be such objectives as can be permanently held. To
tested. The Institute examinations contain the fortify and consolidate these objectives, of course,
happy combination of a broadness of scope and takes time, work, and military intelligence. This
a testing in specific knowledge.
plan of advancement, it is easily seen, while of
The examinations are peculiarly free from the plodding rather than of the spectacular kind,
questions as to what a particular kind of business in the long run, nets a far greater totality of suc
does as to special accounting records. Recogni cess than would any other system of advance.
The same principle holds substantially true of
tion is thus accorded to those broader principles
of accounting applicable to business in general. business advancement for the individual man or
Few, if any, accountants are familiar with specific woman who wishes to drive ahead to a position
procedures used by every type of organization. of responsibility—one that is not so high as to
But if the accountant has a grasp of principles, be plainly unobtainable. The first thing to do
once the conditions confronting a given organi is naturally to employ all possible, legitimate
zation are understood, little difficulty attends means to secure the coveted position. Then, the
their practical application. Examinations, ac position having been won, the long-headed per
cordingly, should test this ability of the account son will stop for a time and consolidate his gains.
ant, and not have for their purpose the finding He will study his new duties and try to discharge
out if he has had experience along certain given them with full effectiveness. He will cast about
lines. The examiners are to be congratulated for ways and means of making his new work
upon their questions. In turn, those who have more valuable to the organization than ever be
passed the examinations are to be commended, fore. He will win the loyal cooperation and in
as these examinations are true tests of accounting telligent service of his subordinates. He will de
velop himself into a creative force in the accom
ability.
plishment of commercial visions as well as into
an executive that carries out routine duties.
LAST
summer,
I
took
a
month
’
s
vacation
—
Vacations
a real vacation, for the first time in eight These are some of the things that consolidation
years,” said a lawyer-friend of mine the other means as applied to the permanent and steady
day. “Results: I have been able this fall to think business advancement of men and women who
through and wind up two most important pieces think it worth while to look far ahead.
of litigation which had been bothering me almost
XPERIENCE and precedent are giving way Looking
to distraction for four months; I take a real plea
to vision and imagination. What was Forward
sure in my office work, in my court cases, and in
wholly true yesterday, because of fixed economic
meeting folks; I am optimistic and courageous
respecting my future and the future of my and financial conditions, is only partly true to-day
friends; I find life, on the whole, good and whole because of changes in those conditions. It is the
some and worth living. Last spring my point of time of readjustment as to outlook and revamp
view was just the opposite. I had worked so ing as to plans and methods. The man who can
hard that I had become a drudge.”
peer through the war clouds, glimpse the trend
Here’s passing the lesson along, for it has a of to-morrow, and equip himself to do the things
wide application. Let us make time for the for that civilization and business will need to have
mation of social friendships, for a bit of the thea done, will be the man of commercial destiny.
ter now and then (though the movies, perhaps, Look ahead! young man, look ahead! and make
will do), for reading and relaxation, for jaunts ready to use and to serve what you see.
in the country, for music and laughter, and for
swimming and tennis and golf. In this way we
HAT is your “ultimate,” as the voca Your
W
will make our work a daily joy instead of de
tional counselor calls it, of development "Ultimate”
pressing drudgery.
as an individual? What you are and can do now
is, of course, important; but, in the judgment of
RENCH warfare has brought into visible your far-seeing employer, what you give promise
relief the importance of certain definite of developing into is even more important. Make
principles of attack and advance. One principle
a survey of your potentialities and develop them
is that the sortie over “no man’s land” and into into actualities.
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Analyz
ing
Bank
Ac
counts

In

TERESTING instructions have
been issued by the Federal Re
serve Bank, of New York, as to
a short method of analyzing bank
depositors’ accounts. For the ben
efit of our readers, it is desired to
reproduce these instructions, which
are as follows:
The analysis of a depositor’s ac
count is the process of determining
the profit or loss on the account,
and is governed by the usual prin
ciples of cost accounting. In the
application of those principles, it is
found that four general factors are
to be considered:
(1) The amount of the deposi
tor’s balance that can be loaned.

(2) The amount of income that
such a balance when loaned pro
duces at the average net rate on
loans and investments.
(3) The amounts of all disburse
ments and other revenue directly
traceable to the account.
(4) The amount of the bank’s
general expense which should be
fairly apportioned to the account.
Determining Gross Profit or Loss.
A certain amount of preparatory
work is necessary in order to apply
one, two, and three. This work will
include: finding the net yield on
money loaned, the time necessary to
collect items, average reserve main
tained, etc., etc.

Form B

Form A

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS OF ACCOUNT
JOHN DOE

September, 1915

Name of Depositor

Period of Analysis

Date

Daily Balances

Dr.

$1,900.
2,000.
3,010.
3,765.
3,765.
1,800.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Exchange
Amounts in Transit
1 Day 2 Days 4 Days 8 Days Paid Recd.

Cr.

$1,900.

$100.

50.

$300.

80.
270.

1,000.

500.

2,000.

400.

1,500.

150.

200.

510.

2,000.
1,000.

70.

3,000.

180.

3.50

INCOME Earning Balance
1. Average daily balance ( (b)—Form A)........... $2,750
2. Leas: Average in transit ( (c)—Form A)........
3. Net Cash daily balance....................................... $1,000
4. Less: Reserve,
In Vault .................................... ( 4_%) $40
With Federal Reserve Bank ( 8 %) 80
With reserve agents............. (_ 0_%)
Income Earning Remainder.............. ( 88 %) $880
GROSS Profit or Loss
Income earning remainder employed as follows:
With reserve agents.......................( 0 %) at 0 %
5. With other banks ........................ ( 3 %) at 2 %
6. Loaned and invested.....................( 85 %)at4.763%
7.
Exchange:
Received on items ( (e)—Form A)................................

8.

400.
300.

4,360.
2,300.
2,300.
2,800.
1,500.
2,400.
2,200.

One day’s
interest on
overdraft
say 17c.

2.50

1,000.

120.
200.

1,000.

September, 1915

JOHN DOE

Name of Depositor_____________________________ Period of Analysis

200.

1,500.

500.

Interest:
Received on overdrafts ((a)—Form A) $1,000 at 6 %
Paid on average balance ((b)—Form A) $2,750 at_ 2 %

Expense Income

.05
3.37
4.30
2.75

___ .17
4.52

7.27
.62
7.89

Profit
Gross Loss
NET Profit or Loss

$11,500.

$7,900. $3,300.

Average
$2,750 per
day in a
30-day
month.
(*) Supposedly unavoidable debits
used for illustration in analysis.

(a)

.30

270.

2,700.
3,500.
3,900.
4,200.
4,200.
2,100.
5,700.
4,500.

Totals $1,000.* $83,500.

$.50

500.

500.

1,000.
4,900.
2,200.
3,000.
3,000.
4,500.

$.25

$500.

$1,200.
1,800.

Determining Net Profit or Loss.
If it is desired to ascertain the net
profit or loss, a portion of the gener
al expenses must be included. This,
also, will require some preparatory
work (briefly described under tables
one and two), which, however, ordi
narily need be done only once dur
ing the year.
The Method of Analysis Adopted
herein is divided into two parts:
first, example forms A and B,
analyzing and assembling the infor
mation concerning an account, fol
lowed by notes of explanation; and,
second, tables one and two with
accompanying rules indicating the
distribution of overhead expenses.

(b)

$1,500.

$2.75d $4.30e

$11,500 for 1 day
$11,500
7,900 for 2 days
15,800
3,300 for 4 days
13,200
1,500 for 8 days
12,000
Divide by 30) $52,500

(c)

Average per day $ 1,750

Overhead Cost:
9. Charge for Activity ...... 163 items at .0233 each
10. Charge for Size—cash bal.
$1.000 at 2.05 per yr.
11. Charge for Number............................ at 4.08 per yr.

Net Profit Los

7.89
.62

3.80
.17
.34
4.31

4.31

.62
3.69
4.31

NOTE: Numerals at left refer to numbered explanations that follow.

Notes Explaining How Forms A and B Are Used in Practice.

The first point to be ascertained
is what portion of the account is
available to the Bank for loaning
purposes. This entails the deduc
tion of the items in transit and the
Reserve percentage from the Bal
ance carried on the account. The
analysis provides for a period of one
month, and arrives at the balance
available for loaning purposes as fol
lows:
(1) Average Daily Balance for
Month: This is taken from the
figures which represent Ledger bal
ances shown on Form A.
(2) Amount in Transit: All
items received for deposit are listed
according to the number of days re-

7.89

quired to collect them, and at the
end of the month the totals are mul
tiplied by the respective number of
days, and the resulting total figure
divided by the number of days in
the month. This will give the aver
age Amount in Transit daily.
(3) Net Average Daily Balance:
The difference between the two
above amounts will be Net Average
daily balance. This is the true or
cash balance.
(4) Reserve: The portions of
the Net Balance carried as Reserve
(on which no interest is received)
are next ascertained and set out as
a deduction.
(5) Excess Reserve: The per
42

centage of total deposits (some
times known as Secondary Reserve),
carried with correspondents for vari
ous reasons, is then taken into con
sideration. The same percentage of
the Net Balance of the Depositor’s
account is also taken, and deducted
from the Net Daily Balance of the
account. Any interest received on
such Excess Reserve is taken into
account in the Income column on
the Summary.
(6) Interest on Balance Avail
able for Loaning Purposes: In this
example, the total interest on $1,
220,000 loaned or invested by the
Bank is assumed to be $73,200. De
ducting the expenses against this,

(9) Activity: This expense is
distributed to the individual ac
counts according to the number of
items handled in each account
whether debits or credits. In the
example given, the total number of
items handled by the Bank in the
year was 380,388. The entire Activ
ity expense of the bank was $8,891,
making the cost $.0233 an item.
There were 163 items in this par
ticular depositors’ account, making
the proportionate charge for Activ
ity expense against this account
$3.80 for the month.
(10) Size: This expense is ap
portioned to the accounts according
to the amount of balance carried.
Assuming, in this example, that the
deposits of the Bank are $1,000,000,
and the “Size” distribution, $2,053,
it will be seen that the apportion
ment will be at the rate of $2.05 a
$1,000 a year, or $.17 for one month.
(11) Number: This expense is
divided equally over the number of
accounts, irrespective of activity or
size. In the example given, there
are 1,165 depositors. The total ex
penses are $4,752, making a charge
of $4.08 per annum, or 34 cents a
month against each depositor.
These figures complete the analy
sis which shows that the Bank is
sustaining a loss at the rate of $3.69
a month or $44.28 a year on this de
positor’s account.
The analysis brings out the fol
lowing facts:
(1) That uncollected items are
being credited as cash, making the
apparent balance of the account
more than twice the real balance.
(2) That interest is being paid on
such uncollected items.
(3) That the Bank is incurring
considerable expense due to the ac
These expenses are now appor tivity of the account, and a lesser
tioned to the individual depositors as amount due to its size and its rela
follows:
tion to the total number of accounts.
TABLE I
Distribution of Expense According to Divisions of Business.—See next page.

estimated at $15,086 (see Table I),
a net average earning rate of 4.763
per cent. per annum on loans is
reached.
(7) Exchange: Exchange re
ceived from customers, and exchange
paid on items received from them,
are listed daily in the columns pro
vided for that purpose on Form A,
and the totals of these columns car
ried into the Summary (Form B).
(8) Interest: The actual amount
of interest paid to the customers, or
the actual amount collected from
customers on overdraft balances, is
next brought into the Summary.
The above items of Income and
Expense, together with any miscel
laneous revenue or expense in con
nection with the particular account,
such as special check-book furnish
ed or sold to the customers, salable
exchange received from him or fur
nished to him at a profit or loss, will
give gross profit or loss of account
To determine the net profit or loss,
the general expenses of the Bank
have still to be considered, and the
proportion thereof applicable to cus
tomers’ accounts ascertained and
spread over the various accounts.
I. To find this proportion, the
expenses of the Bank are first di
vided among the different kinds of
business done by the Bank. (See
example, Table I.)
The principal divisions in a coun
try bank are:
Depositors' Checking Accounts:
These are charged with all expenses
incidental to obtaining and han
dling depositors’ accounts, and
looking after the bank’s reserves.
The expenses incidental to the in
vesting of the depositors’ money
come under the next head, that of—
Capital, Surplus, Undivided Prof
its and Loans: These are charged
with all expenses incidental to mak
ing loans and investments and the

carrying on of the general business
of the Bank not covered by special
divisions.
Savings and Certificates: These
are charged with all expenses inci
dental to obtaining and looking after
these accounts. The expense of in
vesting the funds is borne by. Capi
tal and Surplus division.
Other Divisions: These include
currency, foreign exchange, broker
age, credit department, trust de
partment, etc. In the example given,
details have not been carried out,
but the expenses simply grouped to
gether under “Other Divisions.”
In Table I, the distribution of ex
penses among these divisions is giv
en with explanations following.
II. The expenses applicable to
depositors’ accounts having thus
been obtained, they have still to be
apportioned among individual de
positors.
They must be divided according
to:
(1) Activity of Accounts.
(2) Size of Accounts.
(3) Number of Accounts.
This further subdivision is shown
in Table II.
The result of the method of ascer
taining the profit or loss on an in
dividual account can now be found.
Tables I and II have shown how
to arrive at expenses applicable to
depositors’ accounts, and also how
to subdivide this total according to
activity, size, and number of ac
counts. In the example given, the
figures are as follows:
(1) Activity...................... $ 8,891
(2) Size .........................
2,053
(3) Number ...................
4,752
Total Expense of Deposi ------tors’ Accounts............. $ 15,696

Expense Accounts

Officers’ Salaries.....................................
Employees’ Salaries................................
Rent ........................................................
Taxes ......................................................
Stationery and Printing, etc... ............
Other Supplies.........................................
Telephone and Telegraph........................
Postage ...................................................
Light and Heat.......................................
Insurance..............................................
Surety Bonds..........................................
Depreciation (or maintenance)..............
Bad Debts and Special Loss...................
Miscellaneous...........................................
Totals................................................

Capital,
Surplus and
Undivided
Profits
and Loans

Depositors’
Checking
Accounts

$ 3,300
5,200
4,250
1,000
333
333
417
170
50
75
568

$ 15,696
43

Savings
and
Certificates

Other
Divisions of
Business

$ 6,600
650
1,250
5,000
250
83
83
104
50
300
50
166
500

$ 550
325
1,000

$ 550
325
1,000

125
42
42
52
40
25
25
133

125
42
42
52
40
25
25
133

$ 15,086

$ 2,359

$2,359

Totals

$11,000
6,500
7,500
5,000
1,500
500
500
625
300
400
175
1,000
500
$ 35,500

Rules for Distribution According to Divisions of Business,—See Table I.
Analyzing Officers' Salaries: The division
Bank of this expense depends on the or
Accounts ganization of each particular bank.
The general rule to be followed is
(Continued) that the officers’ salaries should be
applied to each branch of the busi
ness according to their value to that
branch. This is to some extent ar
bitrary, but if equitably estimated
will be sufficiently accurate.
Employees’ Salaries: These should
be apportioned according to the
branch, or branches, in which em
ployed. The division should be
made on a time basis, and presents
no difficulty.
Rent, Light, and Heat: This is
divided among the divisions accord
ing to the space occupied. Space
not chargeable direct to any division,
such as lobby, should be appor
tioned ratably among divisions ac
cording to the space they occupy.
Taxes: These are charged to the
division to which they apply—

for example, General Taxes and In
come Tax to Capital and Surplus and
Loans. Taxes on bank building ac
cording to the rules for the division
of rent. In the example given, the
Bank does not own the bank build
ing and therefore pays no taxes on
real estate.
Stationery and Printing, etc.,
Telephone and Telegraph, Postage,
Other Supplies: These expenses
should be divided according to the
actual amount consumed by each di
vision. It is not necessary to make
any elaborate analysis before divid
ing them over the different divisions
of the bank’s business, a careful sur
vey of the work done in each will
enable a fair approximation and
division to be made with very little
loss of time.
Insurance, Surety Bonds: As
there are different classes of Insur
ance they are treated accordingly.
Premiums for Burglary Insurance

and Surety Bonds should be divided
according to the divisions of the
bank’s business; that is, the propor
tion due to the insurance of the re
serves in vaults will be applicable
to Depositors* checking accounts
and to Savings accounts, and the in
surance of securities to Capital and
Surplus. Fire Insurance would be
divided in the same proportions as
Rent.
Depreciation (or Maintenance):
This is divided according to its na
ture. If the Bank owns its build
ing, the maintenance and deprecia
tion would be apportioned to the
divisions according to the rules laid
down for Rent, as would deprecia
tion of general fixtures. Deprecia
tion of furniture or fixtures of a
particular division would be charged
accordingly.
Bad Debts and Special Losses:
These are charged to Capital, Sur
plus, and Loans as a general rule.

TABLE II
Expense of Depositors’ Checking Accounts (From Table I). Distributed as to Activity, Size, and Number.
Expense Accounts

Activity

Size

Number

Total

Officers’ Salaries...............................................................
Employees’ Salaries..........................................................
Rent ................................................................................
Taxes ..............................................................................
Stationery and Printing, etc............................................
Other Supplies.................. .............................................
Telephone and Telegraph...............................................
Postage ...........................................................................
Light and Heat.................................................................
Insurance .......................................................................
Surety Bonds....................................................................
Depreciation (or maintenance).......................................
Bad Debts and Special Losses.......................................
Miscellaneous .................................................................

$1,100
2,600
3,188

$1,100
866

$1,100
1,734
1,062

$3,300
5,200
4,250

334
111
111
104
42
12

1,000
333

Totals......................................................................

$8,891

666
222
222
313
128
26

12
75

426

$2,053

333

142

417
170
50
75
568

$4,752

$15,696

Rules for Division of Depositors* Checking Accounts Expenses, According to Activity,
Size, and Number of Accounts.
Officer' Salaries: This expense
is divisible among all of the above
headings. No exact basis for di
vision is possible which will apply
to all banks. The proportion should
be judged by the character of the
business and the number of officers.
In this case, equal parts have been
assumed, to avoid long and difficult
explanation.
Employees’ Salaries: These should
be divided on a time basis; that is,
the time spent on handling items
should go into the Activity column,
the time spent on bookkeeping
should go into the Number column,
the time of watchmen should go into
the Size column. These figures
would vary according to the Bank.

In an active country bank, the ac
tivity portion might run about onehalf to three-fourths. In a small
country bank with few transactions,
the greater portion of Employees’
Salaries would be applicable to
Number.
Rent, Light, and Heat, Fire In
surance: As a minimum force is
necessary to handle inactive ac
counts, a certain portion of Rent,
say one-fourth, should go to Num
ber. The balance goes to Activity,
as the additional space is necessi
tated by the increasing volume of
business.
Stationery and Printing, etc.,
Other Supplies, Telephone and Tel
egraph: These are divided accord
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ing to consumption; for example,
Ledgers go to Number, supplies
used in handling items, to Activity.
Postage: Should go to Activity
and Number, say three-fourths and
one-fourth, respectively.
Burglary Insurance: Should go
into Size column, as also the pre
miums on Surety Bonds.
Depreciation (or Maintenance):
Depreciation of Furniture and Fix
tures and Equipment is divided as
follows: to Activity, that portion
which applies on the Fixtures, etc.,
of the branches handling items only;
to Size of accounts, depreciation of
vaults; to Number, the remainder.
The major portion of Maintenance
of Building goes into Activity.

Women’s
Work in
WarTime
(Continued)

ployment of women, and the gen
eral opinion is that even after the
war large numbers of women will
remain in agricultural work.
Women are enrolled for field ser
vice in France as a part of the regu
lar British Army They wear a
khaki uniform, consisting of short
skirt or bloomers and jacket, heavy
shoes, leggins, and small khaki
cap. They receive the same pay
as do the privates in the British
Army, one shilling and sixpence a
day (which amounts at the present
time to about 35 cents). We find
them serving as general office clerks,
postal clerks, storekeepers, checkers,
telephone and telegraph operators,
and operators in the signal corps.
One branch of field service which
is left exclusively to this women’s
army is the matter of the care of
field cemeteries. It is the women’s
duty to keep white-washed the
crosses above the graves of the Brit
ish dead, and to see that the names
inscribed on the crosses remain dis
tinct.
The labor-supply department in
Great Britain has adopted the policy
of using women on any and every
job where women can possibly be
used. They have been taken from:
first, non-essential industries; sec
ond, small shops; third, homes in
which the bread-winner has gone to
war; fourth, the servant class.
In America, it is still too early
to publish definite statistics respect
ing the substitution of women for
men in industries as a result of the
war.
Some facts, however, are
available, which show that the trend
is toward the employment of women
to take the place of men, not only
in positions in which women have
formerly been employed to some ex
tent, but in many lines of work
which were heretofore open only to
men.
We find that the biggest substitu
tion of women for men, as in Eng
land, has been in clerical and finan
cial work. They are being substi
tuted more and more, and with great
success, in many kinds of office work,
particularly as bookkeepers and ac
countants, as clerks in banks,
handling cash and checks, and as
operators of adding machines and
various bookkeeping devices.
Outside of offices, we find women
serving as chauffeurs, telegraphers,
railroad watchmen, engine cleaners,
engine oilers, ticket agents, car con
ductors, elevator operators, and mes
sengers.
In the newspapers of one day ap
peared the following calls for women
to serve in various lines of war
work:

nursing, so far as women’s oppor
tunities are concerned.
Preparation for war service, there
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fore, may well be made with a view
to ultimate vocational usefulness.
Girl Munition Workers: The The demand for business-trained
three largest munition plants in the women is great, and this demand
country have asked the Federal em will not cease when the war is over.
ployment bureaus to furnish them Thousands of women are now recog
with large numbers of women work nizing this fact, and are making earn
ers to perform work in the actual est preparation for business useful
manufacturing of munitions and in ness in business-training classes con
clerical positions connected with the ducted after office hours.
operations of munition plants.
Girl Telephone Operators: The the purpose of protecting the land
Government has authorized the em lord.
The same may be said of the
ployment of girls and women as
telephone operators for service words, “in whole or in part.” If the
abroad, enrolling them as a part of words, “all of the leased premises,”
the regular Army. The Internal or just the words, “the leased prem
Revenue Commissioner, D. C. Roper, ises,” were used, many courts would
has announced openings for women construe them as meaning that the
as tax collectors and clerical work tenant could not sublet or assign all,
but may sublet or assign a part.
ers in internal revenue offices.
Stenographers and Typists: The Likewise, if the words, “any part of
Government is using every means the leased premises,” were used, the
in its power to obtain stenograph courts would probably construe them
ers and typists for Government to mean that the tenant could not
work in connection with the war. sublet or assign any part, but might
Every possible inducement is being sublet or assign all of the leased
offered to women to fit themselves premises.
to fill these positions; and the vari
The words, “without the written
ous agencies in the country, inter consent of the landlord,” eliminate
ested in the problem of housing oral consent, and consent by conduct,
women and young girls, are busily subject to certain exceptions under
engaged at the present time in pro extraordinary circumstances.
viding suitable accommodations for
In explanation of the construction
the hundreds who are daily going to placed upon these words, it may be
Washington to take up this kind of said that the courts always con
work in the Government offices.
strue strictly against the person who
The labor union controlling the draws the instrument. This same
operations for women’s waist and principle applies to other legal docu
dressmakers has been asked by the ments. For example, insurance poli
Government to furnish, immediately, cies contain many words seemingly
one thousand machine operators to superfluous, because the courts con
work in the new gas-mask plant strue them strictly against the insur
which has been opened at Astoria, ance companies.
Long Island. It is anticipated that
Of course, if the other party at
within the next month or so several tempts to take undue advantage of
thousand operators will be trans this attitude of the courts, the courts
ferred from the dressmaking and will consider the evasion. For ex
cloakmaking industries to this new ample, a certain lease permitted sub
class of work.
letting, but not assignment. The
A call has also come for women tenant sublet until within a few
to replace men as stewards on the days of the end of the term. In this
transports and steamers plying be instance, the court held that his
tween our country and Great Brit agreement was in essence an assign
ain.
ment and supported the landlord’s
Many of these occupations, such contention.
as munitions work, are of an emer
It is hardly safe for a layman
gency nature, and will cease at the to draw instruments where the law
termination of the war. Others, requires formality. Perhaps, in oc
which take women into mechanical casional instances, dependence may
work, will doubtless be temporary be placed upon standard printed
vocational fields for women. Business forms secured at stationers. These,
employment, which includes account however, should be used with cau
ing, bookkeeping, stenography, filing, tion. By far the safer plan is to
translations, and office management, engage the services of a competent
will, on the other hand, afford a per attorney, and in many cases this will
manent field for women’s effort—a be found to be the more economical
field that will rank with teaching and plan.
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Account
ing
Terminol
ogy

E ERY profession
V
has its own ter
minology.
This
terminology con
sists, usually, of
words and phrases
which have a spe
cial and definite
meaning to the
students and rep
resentatives of the profession. The
obvious reason for this fact is that
training in any profession means
training, not only in the special
concepts, but also in the special vo
cabulary, of that profession.
Generally speaking, the older a pro
fession, the more widely and unani
mously accepted becomes its termi
nology. Conversely, if a profession
is somewhat new, with its scope and
procedures somewhat unsettled and
undefined, there is likely to be
considerable divergence of opinion
as to its nomenclature and ter
minology.
Accountancy is an example. It is
only during the past dozen years or
so that Accountancy has risen to the
rank of an important profession.
For that reason, accountants them
selves have not been able to agree
upon an exact terminology in the
expression of their professional ac
tivities. There are many signs, how
ever, of an approach toward unanim
ity, especially now that the profes
sion of Accountancy is becoming
well known and increasingly impor
tant in business.
The terminology of Accountancy
divides itself, roughly speaking, into
two general classes—that which re
fers to accepted procedures and
classifications, and that which de
scribes or explains those procedures
and classifications.
So far as the former class goes,
most accountants agree on the cor
rect nomenclature and terminology.
The following are common examples
of this kind of terminology: asset,
liability, nominal account, real ac
count, trial balance, profit and loss
account, reserve, bills receivable, bills
payable, fiscal year, voucher, inven
tory, balance sheet, capital, dividend,
etc. This list might, of course, be
very greatly expanded.
So far as the second class of
terms is concerned—those of a de
scriptive or an explanatory nature—
there is less agreement of usage.
Let us cite a few examples of nouns
of this character: integrity, enlist
ment, decrement, increment, wast
age, shrinkage, obsolescence, secure
ment, immediacy, shortage, seasonal,
reconciliation, declaration, diminish
ment, issuance, distribution, incur
rence, conversion, depletion, realiza
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tion, impairment, liquidation, with
drawal, measurement, depreciation,
recoupment, procurement.
The following sentences illustrate
the proper use of the foregoing
nouns with a nice accounting con
notation:
Stockholders may object to the
distribution of an illegal dividend
on the ground that the integrity of
their investment is impaired.
During the entire history of the
country, the corporation has been
steadily developed to meet the in
creasing demand for a form of busi
ness organization permanent in its
nature and suited to the enlistment
of investment capital.
The capital contributed by stock
holders, while subject to diminish
ment by reason of losses, must be
kept intact so far as withdrawals by
the stockholders are concerned.
The dividend, according to legal
theory, sets aside from the profits
that have been earned an amount
which, from the time of the declara
tion of the dividend, is held for the
purpose of distribution.
The possession of surplus profits
means that all losses or shrinkage
in capital values, whether for the
current year or for the preceding
years, must be made good before the
payment of a dividend.
The gross increment of values is
offset by the incurrence of expendi
tures that secure income, whether
these expenditures have been actu
ally paid or are to be paid later.
The “cash account” is a focusing
medium toward which the value in
current assets gradually flows in the
process of realization, and from
which flows the cash required for the
liquidation of liabilities and for divi
dend distributions to stockholders.
One reason why practically all
corporations show a profit in their
accounts largely in excess of the cash
on hand available for profit distribu
tion, is the fact that the profits may
have been absorbed for the procure
ment of additional capital assets.
Under this condition, it is natural
that there should be a depletion of
the cash balance.
It is impracticable in many in
stances, because of the conversion
of assets from capital to current
form and vice versa, to identify a
particular asset as belonging to prof
its or to the capital fund.
Though original valuation, in the
majority of cases, presents no com
plications, because of stating the
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values at cost, the amount of shrink
age in value, known as depreciation,
depends upon judgment; and fail
ure to provide for wastage on the
basis of the best judgment obtain
able would result in an overstate
ment of profit.
The amount received from the
issuance of capital stock does not
come due to be paid back at any par
ticular time, and the return to the
stockholder is not absolute, but is
dependent upon the securement of
profits.
When a shortage of current
funds is not transient by reason of
seasonal or other conditions, but
develops into a continuing condition,
steps should be taken for perma
nently increasing the funds.
A credit balance to the profit and
loss account, if the accounts are
properly stated, is the measurement
of an equivalent amount of asset
value which is a part of the entire
fund of asset values.
Permanent assets, with the excep
tion of land, are quite generally sub
ject to a deterioration or an impair
ment in value by reason of use, de
cay, or obsolescence, due to inven
tion or change in style, known as
depreciation.
Current values continually pass
through the flux of operation, each
unit of value which has been paid out
coming back into the organiza
tion either with a profit increment
or diminished by a less known as a
decrement.
Statements should be analyzed so
as to determine both immediacy of
asset realization and sources of pos
sible recoupment in the event of the
impairment of working capital.
The foregoing train of thought
and the illustrative sentences inspire
two constructive suggestions by way
of conclusion: First, let account
ants, everywhere, decide upon the
use of certain descriptive and ex
planatory words with a precise con
notation as applied to Accountancy.
Second, let them use these selected
words over and over again, both
orally and in written reports and
technical documents of all kinds.
These two suggestions, if heeded,
will give momentum to the building
up of a uniform accounting termi
nology.
RODERICK J. WATTERSTON, a
graduate of the New York Institute
of Accountancy, formerly connected
with Haskins & Sells, certified pub
lic accountants, and Lloyd L. Tomp
kins announce their association in
business under the firm name of
Watterston & Tompkins, account
ants, 303 Fifth Avenue, New York.

MARSHALL M. THOMAS, of the
Pace & Pace staff, is in the Service.
Mr. Thomas is a graduate of the
Pace Courses in Washington.
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E. D. FROST, Accountancy Insti
tute of Brooklyn, is now engaged
in Accountancy practice on the staff
of Pace & Pace.

LLOYD E. BUDD, Pace Institute,
has severed his connection with the
United Paper Box Company to ac
cept the position of chief clerk for
Messrs. Stern & Saalberg.

FRED MOHRHARDT, Pace In
stitute, is now serving with the
ammunition train, 8th company,
Camp Wadsworth, S. C.

DENNIS J. SULLIVAN, Pace In
stitute, New York, member of the
Pace & Pace staff, has joined the
United States Naval Reserve Force
as yeoman.
CARRIE W. FURCKS, Pace Insti
tute, has recently accepted a posi
tion on the bookkeeping staff of the
National Association for the Study
and Prevention of Tuberculosis.

CHARLES O’CONNOR, Pace In
stitute, who was formerly employed
by the Motor Meter Co., Inc., has
accepted a position in the cost de
partment of McKesson & Robbins.
WILLIAM F. BEAUPAIN, New
York Institute of Accountancy, has
severed his connection with Messrs.
Smith & Thomson to accept a posi
tion as accountant for the Sinclair
Oil and Refining Company.
WARREN S. STUTTS, Pace Insti
tute, Extension Division, has re
cently accepted the position of chief
accountant of the Kennedy Valve
Manufacturing Company, Elmira,
N. Y.

JOHN B. MILLER, New York In
stitute of Accountancy, has accepted
a position in the accounting depart
ment of the Tabulating Machine
Company. Mr. Miller was formerly
employed by the Cooperative Realty
Company.
PHILIP C. GRANT, Pace Insti
tute, Extension Division, has severed
his connection with the Nathan
Manufacturing Company to accept
the position of accountant and office
manager for E. W. Bliss & Com
pany.

JOHN HELMUS, a graduate of the
Accountancy Institute of Brooklyn,
has entered the Government service
for the period of the war in the cost
accounting section, Finance Division,
Bureau of Ordnance. Mr. Helmus
has been appointed in the secondgrade class (highest).
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HERBERT E. THOMANN, Cleve Per
land School of Accountancy, has
severed his connection with the Win sonal
ton Company to join the staff of the Notes
Certified Audit Company.

J. G. CARYL, New York Institute
of accountancy, who was formerly
employed by the Autocar Sales Com
pany, has accepted a position in the
accounting department of the River
THOMAS J. KELLEY, Account Platte Commercial Company.
ancy Institute of Brooklyn, has
accepted an executive accounting HARRY R. NEWITT, Newark In
position with Viele, Blackwell & stitute of Accountancy, who was
formerly employed by Arthur H.
Buck, consulting engineers.
Lee & Son, has accepted a position
LEO O’CONNOR, Pace Institute, in the accounting department of the
has accepted a position in the ac Sinclair Oil and Refining Company.
counting department of the New
York Railways Company.
Mr. RICHARD J. BRITT, Accountancy
O’Connor was formerly employed by Institute of Brooklyn, has left the
employ of Felix J. McCosker to join
the Delaware & Hudson Co.
the staff of J. Lee Nicholson &
MISS AZORA M. SANDERSON, Company, certified public account
Pace Institute, has severed her con ants.
nection with the Journal of Outdoor
Life to accept a position in the ac WILLIAM E. JACOB, Pace Insti
counting department of the Electric tute, has left the employ of the
Remington Typewriter Company to
Light & Power Company.
join the staff of Alexander Aderer &
V. C. THURSTON, Pace Institute, Company, certified public account
Extension Division student, has en ants.
listed in the Medical Corps. Mr.
Thurston spent his Christmas fur A. F. WEIGEL, Pace Institute, who
lough in New York, during which was formerly employed by the New
time he visited the office of Pace & York Couch Bed Company, has re
cently joined the staff of Alexander
Pace.
Aderer & Company, certified public
T. KELLEY BACK, a graduate accountants.
of the Pace Courses in Washing
ton, is now in the Officers’ Train E. A. RORABACK, New York In
ing Camp, Camp Devens, Mass. stitute of Accountancy, who was
Before his enrolment, Mr. Back was formerly employed by the Pacific
assistant secretary of the National Commercial Company, has accepted
Tanners’ Association of America.
a position on the bookkeeping staff
of Caldwell & Company.
ELMER A. WEDEN, Pace Insti
tute, Boston, has received an ap FRED J. WOLTMAN, Accountancy
pointment in the Army Aviation Institute of Brooklyn, has accepted
Corps. Mr. Weden was doing the position of cost accountant for
semester “A” work, and had become the Brooklyn plant of the William
so interested in his work that he in H. Jackson Company. Mr. Wolt
tends to resume the course as soon man was formerly employed by
Bommer Bros.
as possible.

SPECIAL COURSES
Midwinter classes are now being formed at Pace Institute in—
English
French
Spanish
Public Speaking
Secretarial Duties
Stenography and Typewriting
These courses, which are open to both men and women, are
given in comfortable downtown lecture rooms in the late after
noon and early evening. For descriptive folders and tickets to
opening lectures, address—
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HUDSON TERMINAL
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30 CHURCH STREET

NEW YORK

Per
sonal
Notes

GEORGE S. RUSS, Pace Institute,
Extension Division, has recently ac
cepted the position of bookkeeper
for Jules Racine.
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CLARENCE KROGMAN, Pace In
stitute, has left the employ of the
North Moore Garage Company to
join the staff of Alexander Aderer &
Co., certified public accountants.

HAROLD M. WILLMOTT, Pace
Institute, New York, is now a ser
geant major in the Headquarters
Troop, 76th Division, at Camp Dev
ens, Mass.

FRANK L. CLOUGH, Buffalo
School of Accountancy, has taken up
his residence in New York City, and
accepted a position in charge of the
bookkeeping staff of the American
Asphalt Paint Company.

ELMER REBER SCHOLL, gradu
ate of the Pace Courses in Washing
ton, is now a warrant officer in the
Quartermaster’s Department of the
United States Army.

GUSTAV L. PEHRSON, New York
Institute of Accountancy, who was
formerly employed by the Ajax
Rubber Company, has accepted a
position on the bookkeeping staff
of Messrs. Dominick & Haff.
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CHARLES J. TIMM, Pace Insti
tute, has severed his connection
with the Lozier Motor Company, to
accept the position of head book
keeper for the Northam Warren
Corporation.

EDWARD L. GEOGHAN, Ac
GEORGE A. KELLY, New York countancy Institute of Brooklyn, has
Institute of Accountancy, has re severed his connection with the Al
signed his position with the Royal sens American Portland Cement
Insurance Company to enter the Company to accept the position of
practice of accountancy on the staff assistant auditor for the Interna
tional Paper Company.
of Mackay, Irons & Company.

JOHN B. MILLER, New York In
stitute of Accountancy, has resigned
his position with the Coöperative
Realty Co. to accept a position in the
accounting department of the Tabu
lating Machine Company.

CHARLES A. RICHTER, JR., Pace
Institute, has severed his connection
with the Post Office Department to
accept a position in the accounting
department of the Linde Air Prod
ucts Company.
CHARLES H. CANNING, former
ly of the staff of Deloitte, Pleader &
Griffiths, chartered accountants, has
accepted, through the Pace Agency
for Placements, Inc., the post of as
sistant controller of the Pierce Oil
Corporation with location at Tam
pico, Mexico.

E. R. WOOLLEY, Pace Institute,
Extension Division, has entered the
practice of Accountancy on the staff
of Ernst & Ernst, certified public
accountants. Mr. Woolley was for
merly employed by the American
Cigar Company in their offices at
York, Pa.

Do You Desire to Become an Accountant
a Business Technician?
Do you aspire to rise above the level of the routine worker, the common laborer of
the business world? If opportunity comes your way, can you
—devise labor-saving procedures?
—chart an organization?
—lay out factory operation?
—define the duties of employees?
—pass upon credits?
—devise, keep, and state accounts?
—audit money transactions and settle —control purchases and stores?
—plan a reorganization?
ments?
—administer trust funds?
—prepare tax statements?
—determine costs?
Pace students—men and women—are given intensive, standardized, resultful training
in Business Technique. Pace graduates, the world over, are performing the technical duties
listed above—and more. They are in demand as Accountants, Controllers, Auditors, Treas
urers, Managers, and Partners.
Midwinter classes are now forming in Pace Institute (New York, Washington and
Boston) and in affiliated schools. Class sessions are held after business hours, in comfort
able downtown lecture rooms. The instructors are especially trained to teach mature men
and women. Descriptive folders will be cheerfully supplied upon request. Personal calls
are always welcomed.

Pace Institute
WASHINGTON
1004 F Street, N. W.

NEW YORK
30 Church Street
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BOSTON
Tremont Temple

